
Sam Finch – Taekwon-Do Story, March 2001 – July 2020 

Hi Everyone, my name is Sam and to be honest I’m not sure how I am supposed to 

begin this, so we’ll start with if you are part of New Century then you might also 

know me as ‘Finchy’ or that person who always tries to keep a smile on his face 

and loves to teach taekwon-do. 

I started taekwon-do at The Maude Institute in Leek on a Tuesday evening in 

March 2001, I would have been eight years old at the time (not far from being 

nine), and I can tell you right now it was completely different to what I was 

expecting – in fact I’m not quite sure what I was expecting but it turned out to be 

the best thing in the end. . .  

I went along to the Tuesday session with my friend from school James Calvert, 

who knows, if we hadn’t gone along together I might not be sitting here writing 

this. I remember walking up the stairs and being greeted by Sue and then going 

to sit at the back of the hall to watch the lesson take place, I remember seeing 

punches and kicks but most of all, the one thing that stood out was everyone 

was shouting – what was that all about?! 

Anyway, as the lesson progressed I remember having a go at some basic pad work, punches and 45 kicks, even 

though I had never really punched or kicked anything in my life other than a football (all the time) I loved it!! 

Fast forward a little bit and I’m loving it even more, I was training twice a week right from the very start and 

feeling like I was making steady progress plus everyone was really nice. I loved to have a laugh and a joke with 

my friends there but when it came down to practicing I made sure I tried my hardest, probably because I’ve 

always had that competitive streak in me. 

My first few belts were going well and I had passed them with advanced passes 

(which were higher than your normal pass under the TAGB) so I then decided to 

enter my first competition – these were perfect for me at the time because all I 

wanted to do was WIN!! Although my first competition didn’t quite go that way as I 

didn’t win anything!! But as soon as I got back in the car to come home my first 

words were “when’s the next one”? 

Now we are up to maybe yellow belt or green stripe, I think, and we leave the TAGB and join PUMA, that had 

no affect on me at all yet the new style did, which included the sign wave/knee spring we all learn today. . 

.what a nightmare, I remember trying to get my head around it (even at only 10 years old) and it was tough (I 

can’t imagine how tough it would have been for those who had been doing non sign wave for years and years) 

but we got there and when I was going for my green belt as part of PUMA I passed with a distinction – the 

examiner Mr Malcolm Jones, my only ever distinction!! 

Back to the competitions now and my first one was the only one where I didn’t receive a medal/trophy, but 

after that I was picking them up at each competition we went to, it didn’t matter if they were hundreds of 

miles away or just up the road, I loved them, winning things helped but also because of the people we used to 

compete with. They were great friends whether they were from our classes or the other side of the country, 

the main one’s people will know now are Stacey Weatherer and Emma Deakin – they were incredible!!  

As a colour belt I would regularly compete in patterns, sparring, bo staff and high kick doing fairly well in all of 

them, my favourites though were definitely patterns and sparring. 

Wow, one page down and that has bought us to about the beginning of 2003!!  



So where do we go from here, well by this time I am regularly training four times a week, twice at Leek, once 

at Buxton and once at Biddulph. 

We’ll fast forward to achieving my black belt, I remember this very well, the grading 

was Saturday 23
rd

 October 2004 (my mums birthday!!) the actual grading went 

pretty good but the one thing that stands out in my mind was the spirit test, not 

because of all the fitness you had to do but because of the conditions!! It was wet, 

windy and almost dark – I loved it!! The one thing that really stands out is running 

on a path around a big field with the river running very high and then at the end 

being completely covered in mud!!  

At the presentation evening a few weeks later I found out I had passed with a credit.  

2004 was when I achieved Leeks ‘Student of the Year’ award – still my favourite trophy and the one that 

remains on my desk so I can see it everyday. 

The next couple of years I knew I wouldn’t be grading so I made sure I carried on training 

hard, having fun and competing. Competing was probably the main focus at this time 

and it kept me on point – if I didn’t have the competitions to aim for I would of probably 

been happy to just ‘go through the motions’. Once I became a black belt I actually won 

the majority of my medals/trophies, I have a picture of me when I was red belt with 9 

medals and 7 trophies but over the next 9 – 10 years I went on to finish with about 110 

in total, with over 70% of those being gold.  

I always get asked the question today ‘why don’t you still compete?’ and the answer is I like my food way to 

much and don’t want to think about making weight!! <--- that is true but a joke!! But also I progressed more 

into the teaching side of things (which I love) and a lot of people moved on from taekwon-do which left me 

without anyone to really push me during any sessions (‘back in the day’ we had lots of talented people who 

would make it hard for me to out think them or they were just a lot bigger than me and they didn’t worry 

about hitting me hard – which I quite liked because it made me stay switched on rather than having it all my 

own way). Unfortunately squad sessions once a month don’t really allow you to get to the standard where I 

would expect myself to be because I would need to be doing it 4 -5 times a week to really get to where I feel I 

could be. 

Now, where was I, so before the paragraph about competing I was at the period 

between 2004 – 2006 (ish), this would have been around the time our area squads 

started and I got asked to teach the weapons class as part of a small team and this 

was something that really got me in to teaching classes, although I had others 

around me I always seemed to be the one shouting everything out, and being the 

one that would take the lead with what to do. 

2006 was when I passed my second degree black belt. 

2006 was when I passed my Assistant Instructors certificate with a credit. 

At this stage I knew I wouldn’t be grading until at least 2009, so again it was a case of keep 

on training hard, help to teach, compete, demonstrations and just enjoying it all. . . 

2009 was when I passed my third degree black belt with a credit. 

2011 was when I passed my Instructors certificate with a credit. 

Little did I know in just over 12 months I would be getting ready to take on the biggest challenge in my 

taekwon-do career. . . 



Mr Salt asked me one Friday night (I remember it clearly) if I would like to take over Biddulph from him, 

straight away in my head it was a yes, even though I’d never thought about running my own class - well 

maybe I had thought about it, but for in 20 years time - not NOW!!  

So there we go, the 1
st

 July 2012 saw me as the instructor at Biddulph, I was only 20!!  

Now to go off on a little tangent and give you a little insight to me running my own 

class. . . 

I was very young when I took over Biddulph compared to the age you would 

automatically think a martial arts instructor would be, the common perception is you 

should have ‘grey hair’ and probably be an ‘old’ man or woman – this was something 

I was very aware of! 

And I knew I had to have something different if students and parents would believe in me, this is probably 

where my ‘full on’ teaching style comes from, every single second when I’m teaching a session ‘I’m on it’ and 

will try to bring lots of energy and enthusiasm to as many people as I possibly can. 

Maybe naively I believed I knew what I was doing, but only time would tell if I was right 

or wrong. 

I chose to give it everything I’d got after Mr Salt had put the faith in me to run the class, 

even to this day I will give every lesson absolutely everything I’ve got, whether that’s 25 

senior grades in a class or three white belts I’ve met for the first time. 

In hindsight when I look back there were big gaps in my instructing, the way I started to 

put this right and sharpen up was by going into schools and teaching after school clubs 

and PE lessons – talk about being chucked in at the deep end!! I probably taught in 30 

schools in and around our local area. . .  

I always did and still do to this day, question myself when teaching! Ask myself why? Why am I doing that? 

Why did that work or not work? Did it work because I got away with it? Or because it was genuinely the right 

thing to do? I think you have to! 

Are there things I can improve going forwards? 100% YES!! Each and every time I teach I will try things to see 

what works and what doesn’t work, one of the main things I’ve learnt is don’t be afraid to make mistakes, and 

if you do, always learn from them and come back better and stronger next time. 

June 2014 was when I opened our class at Macclesfield. 

September 2015 was when I took over the Buxton class from Mr Jonathan Williams who originally took it over 

from Mr Salt. Jonathan was a great training partner and instructor but his new job took him in a direction 

where he wasn’t able to continue. Jonathan was older than me so training with him gave me something to 

always aim for, plus I’ve had his foot in my mouth more than anyone else’s when we used to spar – not a perk 

of sparring but have you really sparred if you haven’t had to pick dirt out of your mouth from someone’s 

foot?? (laughing face).  

April 2016 was when I took over the Little Puma class at Leek. 

May 2017 was when I took my fourth degree black belt passing with a 

credit and gaining the award for ‘best black belt on the grading’.  

September 2017 was when I opened the Little Puma class at Mossley. 

I’m currently on 1948 words and this is the short version of my time 

training in and teaching taekwon-do, I think I’ve wrote more here than I ever did at school!! 



So we are at the present day and as I’m currently writing this section, I’m sat on the sofa at 

home in the evening during the Coronavirus pandemic, not teaching my normal classes, a 

minimum of 4.5 months with me not teaching a full class!! Who would of thought it – one 

thing I know though, is we will come back stronger!! I’m approaching my 140
th

 outdoor 

session for 1-1’s and small groups, and I’ve got over my fear of speaking on Facebook Live 

after teaching about 40 sessions via video. I think it’s so important to keep taekwon-do 

relevant and I definitely don’t want to completely stop something I’ve worked so hard to 

build up – plus it’s what I do, I teach taekwon-do, I’m not sure I could really do anything 

else!!  

A few more things before I finish. . . 

My mum and dad, they have always been there, what you don’t realise when you are young is that the 

support you gain from your parents can go such a long way and guess what, it did with me. 

They took me everywhere to compete and train as much as I possible could, the miles and miles up down 

motorways or the simple things like taking me to lessons, then when I started at Biddulph they would sit 

behind the table to sort any admin duties out until I got the hang of it myself. Without them I definitely 

wouldn’t be in the position I am today. 

They do still help out at gradings and the Christmas Competition making sure it all runs smoothly from the 

side lines. 

Then there is Mr Salt ‘Dennis’, if I had never stepped into the ‘dojang’ in March 2001 who knows where I 

would be now, honestly I have no idea, maybe I would of listened and tried harder at school instead of 

thinking about taekwon-do all the time (taekwon-do was my school), maybe I would have been a PE teacher 

or a policeman (just some things I had thought about) who knows!! Thankfully taekwon-do has worked out for 

me and I am where I am today because of Dennis, not only has he taught me taekwon-do but he has played 

such a massive part in who I am now as a person, his knowledge and 

wisdom is second to none and someone who I could listen to all day. Being 

able to teach alongside him at Leek is something I love to do, I know he’s 

the boss, but we do it together and if you had of said that to me 15 years 

ago, firstly I wouldn’t of believed you but secondly I would of snapped your 

hand off.  

I’d better mention Jenna as she is sitting across from me as I’m writing this, 

she has helped me with Biddulph from the very first session, as well as 

Macclesfield and Mossley and if it wasn’t for her I definitely wouldn’t be 

able to instruct the amount of students we do and the standard would be 

lower than where it is now – she won’t want me to go on and on though!! 

There are other instructors who have helped me massively too, Paul Wedgwood, Louise & Anthony Knight, 

they are always there to lend a helping hand whenever it is needed. I also have some students who are very 

helpful and great at what they do, they are young, up and coming, and I would love to see them come through 

and be in a similar position to where I was and go on to achieve even more than me when the time is right. 

Taekwon-Do is something I’ve done for over 19.4 years now, and it has definitely shaped me into the person I 

am today, one thing for certain is I will be training and teaching taekwon-do for as long as I possibly can. 

People ask me when I can next grade, and honestly I have no interest in grading anymore – that will come 

when the time is right, the only interest I have is helping to shape other peoples lives through taekwon-do and 

if that means I can have an effect of just 1% on people who pass through my classes then I’m happy. 



My goals for the future? I have lots of them, I won’t bore you with them but I 

guarantee I won’t stop until I get there. . . 

I promise you, if you stick with taekwon-do and commit yourself to it, even just a 

little bit, it could be the best thing you ever do!! It attracts the nicest of people and 

the support you will get is brilliant, it really is just like a big family!! 

Below I’ve added in a few extra pictures, a few flying side kicks too as it is the SLF 

logo. 

 

 


